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The diversity of foods consumed is an important indicator of diet quality and overall food 

security and related health outcomes. Diet diversity is thus an important leverage point for 

achieving sustainable development goals related to food security and health, but there are many 

factors that influence the variety of foods a household chooses to consume. Understanding how 

different geographic, socioeconomic, demographic and climate variables contribute to diet 

diversity can provide critical insight into potential interventions and strategies to improve food 

security and reduce malnutrition.  In this study, we utilize a series of regional and a global 

hierarchical random effects model with data from more than 100,000 households across 20 low-

income countries in Africa, Asia, and Central and South America to explore the relationship of 

factors affecting diet diversity. We find consistent significant effects across regions and globally 

for ecological, geographic and socioeconomic factors, but variability in the effect of long-term 

and short-term climate anomalies on diet diversity outcomes. Overall, consistent reductions in 

diet diversity are associated with farther distance from urban centers or roads, greater livestock 

density, poorer households and female-headed households. Conversely, consistent increases in 

diet diversity are associated with greater tree cover, older children, higher levels of education, 

improved toilet and water facilities, and wealthier households. For climate factors, we find that 

higher temperatures are associated with reductions in diet diversity, while increased average 

rainfall over 30 years is associated with greater diet diversity. However, higher than average 

rates of rainfall in the year prior to surveys was associated with reductions in diet diversity in 

Asia, but increases in diet diversity in Central America and globally.  These results suggest that 

interventions to improve diet diversity should be multi-faceted across ecological, geographic, 

and socioeconomic factors.  Furthermore, our results demonstrate that climate changes may have 

differing effects on food security and diet across different regions that require more targeted 

approaches.


